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	Data Protection and Information Lifecycle Management, 9780131927575 (0131927574), Prentice Hall, 2005


The Definitive Guide to Protecting Enterprise Data


Your enterprise data is your most critical asset. If it's compromised, your business can be destroyed. Don't let that happen-leverage today's state-of-the-art strategies, best practices, and technologies and protect your critical information. In Data Protection and Information Lifecycle Management, leading industry consultant Tom Petrocelli presents a systematic, coherent approach to planning and implementing cost-effective data protection. 

This book introduces Information Lifecycle Management (ILM), a powerful new strategy for managing enterprise information based on its value over time. The author explains emerging techniques for protecting storage systems and storage networks, and for integrating storage security into your overall security plan. He also presents new technical advances and opportunities to improve existing data-protection processes, including backup/restore, replication, and remote copy. 

Coverage includes 

	A complete, unique framework for considering and planning data protection


	Understanding storage technology from the standpoint of data protection


	Architecting more effective backup/restore solutions


	Using remote copy and replication to keep data synchronized and support immediate failover to hot sites


	Leveraging core computer security concepts and strategies to protect your most critical data


	Securing your entire storage infrastructure, not just servers


	Using policy-driven data protection and Data Lifecycle Management (DLM) to improve security and reduce cost


	Using ILM to identify your highest-value data and choose the right ways to protect it 


Data Protection and Information Lifecycle Management is an indispensable resource for IT executives who must plan and implement strategies for data protection; administrators who must protect data on a day-to-day basis; and product managers, consultants, and marketers responsible for crafting superior data-security solutions. 

 

About the Author

Tom Petrocelli is president and chief analyst at Technology Alignment Partners, Inc., and a recognized expert in data protection issues, especially those involving data movement and security. He has published articles in nearly all of the major data storage industry publications and speaks frequently at industry conferences and events, including Storage Networking World. A twenty-one-year veteran of the IT industries, his wide-ranging background comprises technical, marketing, product-management, and business-development experience. 
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Structural Failure Models for Fault-Tolerant Distributed Computing (Software Engineering Research)Vieweg and Teubner, 2010

	Despite means of fault prevention such as extensive testing or formal verification,
	errors inevitably occur during system operation. To avoid subsequent system failures,
	critical distributed systems, therefore, require engineering of means for fault
	tolerance. Achieving fault tolerance requires some redundancy, which, unfortunately,...


		

Thinking on the Web: Berners-LeeJohn Wiley & Sons, 2006

    

Tim Berners-Lee, Kurt Gödel, and Alan Turing are the pivotal pioneers who opened the door to the Information Revolution, beginning with the introduction of the computer in the 1950s and continuing today with the World Wide Web evolving into a resource with intelligent features and capabilities.
    Taking...


		

Outsmarting Social Media: Profiting in the Age of Friendship MarketingQue, 2012

	The war is on. The titanic battle between Google and Facebook has begun—and you can  use it to earn more profits! In this book, Evan Bailyn reveals how to attract friendship-based recommendations that will motivate customers more than any ad or algorithm. Bailyn explains how today’s...





	

Introduction to Java Programming, Brief (8th Edition)Prentice Hall, 2010

	Introduction to Java Programming, Brief, 8e consists of the first 20 chapters from the Comprehensive version of Introduction to Java Programming. It introduces fundamentals of programming, problem-solving, object-oriented programming, and GUI programming. The Brief version is suitable for a CS1 course.
...

		

Interactive Segmentation Techniques: Algorithms and Performance Evaluation (SpringerBriefs in Electrical and Computer Engineering)Springer, 2013

	This book focuses on interactive segmentation techniques, which have been extensively studied in recent decades. Interactive segmentation emphasizes clear extraction of objects of interest, whose locations are roughly indicated by human interactions based on high level perception. This book will first introduce classic graph-cut segmentation...


		

Complete Idiot's Guide to Visual Basic 6 (The Complete Idiot's Guide)Alpha, 1998
This book will show the reader the basics of Visual Basic through friendly, task oriented examples and a hands on approach. This book and series is specifically designed for the new Visual Basic user and the tasks that they will want to accomplish. The text is written in a straight-forward conversational tone with detailed instructions outlining...
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